COME SING WITH US!
SUMMER CHORUS CAMPS FOR YOUNG SINGERS

JULY 13–17, 2020, 9AM–4PM
KANBAR PERFORMING ARTS CENTER (44 PAGE ST, SF)

Section 1: Ages 4–6 // Section 2: Ages 7–11

SFGC offers two day camps for young singers led by our expert faculty and guest artists. No audition required! Both camps are held at the Kanbar Center in SF.

Activities include:
• Singing games
• Music theory
• Music in Movement
• Final showcase performance
• Special Guest Artists teach World Music, Opera, Songwriting, and more
…and many more!

Open to ALL. Not limited to current SFGC singers!

Camp Tuition: $750

FOR ENROLLMENT
EMAIL prep@sfgirlschorus.org // CALL 415-863-1752 x301